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This is a comic about
some things I’ve learned
about the Columbia
River, by visiting dams
and learning about its
history.

When I started studying this,
about a year ago, I hardly
knew anything!

Between a trip on my own
and a trip with my dad, I
managed to travel the length
of the river.

It all started when I learned
about the river’s current
governing treaty.
I had so many questions
about it!
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Along the way, I learned a bit
of how dams work — how they
make and trade power, and
what lies behind them.

I learned about the
fisheries that came before
the dams - some of which
are still around.

I learned when the dams were
built, and (part of) why.

It all started in Astoria...
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Ah,
a day by
the coast.
Smell that
salt air!

What’s
with that
poster
outside?

Oh, that?
They’re making
new changes to the
laws of the river.

?

Like
what?

The US and
Canada have
agreements
about how many
resources different people get —

Things like power,
water,
transportation...
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And fish,
and
protection
from floods!

That sounds complicated! How do you
keep track of all that?

Dams!

Pardon?

“All of those things are controlled by dams—
14 of ‘em, all along the river.”
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It must be hard to count something like flood control...

Power, water, transport,
fish, and flood control...
I wonder how you
trade those?

And how much does it all cost?

...or make sure
there's water in
the “right” places...

Who built the dams?
And where?
And when?
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This is amazing!
But I haven’t been to half
these places...

The Columbia River flows
from the Canadian Rockies
to the Pacific Ocean...

It follows the path of giant ice age
floods, which happened over and
over when Glacial Lake Missoula
broke its icy banks.

I’ll drive up the river.
I’ll go to the source!

I know — I’ll visit
the dams myself!
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So this is the
first one...
stop —
My first
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Below the dam, water is
channeled down a thin,
steep penstock, where it
turns a turbine.
(Sort of like a pinwheel)
The turbine turns a generator, which sends out
electricity.
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The Columbia is far from
the largest river on the
continent, but it is one of
the steepest and most
powerful.
... Which means itʻs one of
the best for building
dams...

... And also one of the most
dangerous!

I wonder what the
river was like, before
all this?
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Behind a dam

A dam reser voir is
quite different from
an ordinary riverbed.

Current = weak

Warmer
water

“Dead pool”—
silt collects
here

Colder
water

river silt
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Because a reser voirʻs water level goes up and down as
water is allowed to run through the dam, it can be
hard to keep plants alive on the shore.
Low water
is too low!

Grass holds down dust
when the reser voir is low,
and mud when itʻs high.

High water is
too high!

It dies when flooded, so it has
to be replanted each year.

But when it comes to flooding,
dead grass is the least of our
worries.
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But it looks kinda run
down—especially the
actual fishing site.

The books say this used to
be the biggest Indigenous
fishery on the river...

And what’s with all the dead
fish on the shore?

Dam drawdown?
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Under the surface of the water here, thereʻs a waterfall—the biggest one for
hundreds of miles. For millenia, native people from all along the river came
here to catch salmon.
Before 1957, fish from the falls were the basis of a robust economy.

The fishery was a constant, even after the region was colonized. Indians
displaced from other areas, white Okies, and Chinese and Filipino laborers
crowded into the region to fish and to work at the Seufert cannery.
But the people of the village of
Wyam—the stewards of the
falls—and their allies still held
economic and political power.

White fishers often terrorized
their competitors, and even
prevented Asian people from
fishing at all.
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In 1945, it was revealed that Celilo Falls would be flooded when the waters
rose behind the Dalles dam. It would take an incredibly powerful coalition to
successfully challenge the Army Corps of Engineers and stop the dam—
if it could be done at all.
My people are the stewards of the falls. We should defend
our legal right to them.
What about the other Native folks who use
the falls? Not all of us trust you to let us
keep using them!
Yeah, us neither!

We canʻt let
this happen!
We need to
fight the dam
to the bitter
end!

But if they still
win after that,
theyʻll take
everything
from us!

Not talking about
you.

We oppose the
dam!

But we also
oppose a reservation at Celilo!

Weʻd rather see the falls
destroyed than in Native hands!

Like they
havenʻt already?

The waters rose on
March 10, 1957.
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Of course, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs took every opportunity to
cheat people out of their shares.

The US bookmarked $27 million
to compensate the tribes. Not
equal to the fisheryʻs value, but a
handy sum.

Ceremonial
Feed your
costs?
kids? Is your
Sounds
like
marriage
a
luxury
registered?
item

As long as you
tell us exactly
what youʻll
spend it on.

but—

Oh—and because the riverside
fishing communities werenʻt
reser vations...

Medical
care?
Sounds
great!
Weʻll pay
you in a
year.

wait

Hey!

Today, the latest form of tribal
river governance still holds
sway...

Weʻll pay you when you
assimilate into our towns
or move to the rez.

Columbia River Inter-tribal Fish Commission

Not in money. Not with adequate
resources or infrastructure.

Indigenous people still fish the
salmon runs each year.

But the US never repaid the
River Indians.

Not with electricity.
Not with running water.
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Indigenous
dispossession
is a huge
theme on the
river.

The Grand Coulee Dam not only
flooded Kettle Falls, the biggest
fishery on the upper river, but also
completely blocked salmon migration.

In the 50s and early 60s, dams
licensed by the federal government caused upstream flooding
on the lands of the Wanapum
people.
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In 1956 the Sinixt/Lakes
Indians were falsely declared
extinct in Canada, in part to
facilitate the flooding of their
lands by the CRT Dams.

Still, Indigenous people continue
to defend themselves and the
river.

Protecting historic sites...

Reviving cultural traditions like
canoeing...

And reintroducing salmon and
other animals above the dams.
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The Columbia Basin Project is a
vast agricultural area, watered
by several dams that dot the
upper part of the river.
i l le n
l v t io
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Rocky Reach is one of
these dams.
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At Rocky Reach thereʻs a visitor
center...

And a museum in a long,
windowless room next to the
powerhouse.
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At the end of the tunnel...
Educational
video
Historic
desk
behind
a velvet
rope

Can I see what
you’re taking
notes on?

Seems like an OK
place to sit and draw...
It’s a cartoon
project, see...
Here’s the
fish room...
A very rough
layout of the
facility...

You know, you don’t
need to leave.

Hey, you’re fine.
I just needed to
check.

Uh, I need to check
in at the campsite.

Please don’t
take my notes...

What are Wells and
Chief Joseph like?

I won’t lie—I’m surprised
by the security!
This is low security!
It’s the last dam on the river
to not meet post-9 –11
standards.

By appointment
only.
I won’t
bother.

They’re
renovating
next year.
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(Other
Nearby
dams)

At Rocky Reach, the tour guide
unlocked the old school salmon
photography room and won my
heart.

I didnʻt win hers.
I’m addressing some, I’m glad!
uh, misconceptions
We do
about the river!
so much
for the salmon,
but the
anti-dammers
don’t give a
care!
Rocky Reach =
one of the
‘green’-er dams

Over the years, dams have tried
many styles of salmon passage.

We could at least agree that
the Rocky Reach salmon
ladder is a thing of beauty.

Thereʻs ladders...
Trucking and barging...

And the actual-real-life
salmon cannon.
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And salmon going through the
turbines face decompression
and other trauma.

A small number of fish can get
through without these measures.

But fish get the bends
on tall dam spillways...
Though none of these technologies allow anything close to pre-dam salmon
runs, some fish always get through.

Until the Grand
Coulee Dam.
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Do you like any dams?

I like dams with fish passage...
way better than fossil fuel.

Dad

Even the Dalles
Dam, which
flooded Celilo
Falls?
The first t wo dams
on the river had fish
passage.

Well... Like most—all—
infrastructure in the west, the
dams we have were built in
racist and ignorant ways.

Rock
Island
(1933)
Bonneville
(1937)

But I believe in the
potential for ethical
dam engineering.

But the third, the
Grand Coulee, killed a
massive, millenia-old
fishery on the Upper
Columbia.

Keyword ethical.
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During the depression, the WPA went on a dam-building
spree across America. The Bureau of Reclamation set its
sights on an ancient, remote canyon in Washington State.

Itʻs perfect!

But FDRʻs emergency
budget could essentially
be used as he pleased.

Congress and the Army Corps
of Engineers questioned if a
dam was necessary in such a
sparsely populated
spot.

FINE.

Whoʻs
even gonna
use the
electricity?
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As long as its
below 290 feet.

Why does
height
matter?
First, thereʻs more water
behind a big dam—more
water to generate more
electricity, but also more
flooded riverbanks
upstream.

Second, a big dam is
challenging and expensive
to build. This also goes for
any accessories it has, like
fish ladders.

Third—in the case of the
Grand Coulee, a high
water level behind the
dam would make it
easier to pump water out
of the canyon.

Anyway, in 1935 some congressmen came out to check
the damʻs progress.
Lo and behold...

High
water,
powerful
pump

This is not the
foundation of a
290 foot dam!

VS
Low water,
weak pump

Indeed...
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And so, the dam was
built to 550 feet.

OK, I

GUESS...
...But the farms never quite
made back the cost of
constructing and maintaining
the irrigation systems.

The Columbia Basin
was irrigated.
And what about a fish ladder?
That sounds
like an

expensive,
ambitious
engineering
project!

...Which isnʻt our
bag at all!

Starting that season, there would be no more salmon above the Grand Coulee.
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In 1945, the US dropped the atomic bomb “Fat Man” on Nagasaki.

Unlike the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima three days before,
Fat Man was made with
plutonium manufactured in
Hanford, WA using electricity
from the Grand Coulee Dam.

The Grand Coulee also powered the aluminum industry and Northwest shipyards.
It was clear that hydropower from the Columbia
River could win or lose the
Cold War.

So the Bureau of Reclamation
decided to create something
even greater than the Grand
Coulee:
A series of
dams, working in concert
to transform the river
into one giant machine.
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In books and on dam tours,
Iʻd hear this kind of thing:

Electricity wasnʻt the
only product of the
new dams that the
Bureau wanted to
show off to the
Russians.
The new construction
was also inspired by a
flood that happened
just after the war.

Before the dams, a
whole city—
Vanport—was swept
away!

Vanport was built North of
Portland to house an influx of
war workers—including
hundreds of Black people who
were kept out of Portland by
racist housing laws.

If not for Portlandʻs redlining,
many fewer people would have
been living there when the
flood came in 1948.
Should we be
worried about
the river?

Itʻs whatʻs
available.

Railroad berms—not designed
for flood control—separated
the wetland it sat on from the
nearby river.
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Nothing
we can
do about
it.

This is true. I visited the
place Vanport used to be.

We do need some form
of flood control. But
Iʻm saddened by how
pro-dam accounts of
the Vanport flood can
ignore the role race
played in it, and use
one form of
environmental racism
to justify others.

But these factors
arenʻt always noticed.

The toll of the flood (16 known
dead, and many homeless) could
have been reduced with a
better response system.

What a travesty!

Something has to change!

What a storm!
Should we be worried
about flooding?

Like opening the rest of the
city up to Black people?

Oh, itʻs never
been an issue
for us...

Nope.

More
dams!
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Dad!

How was
your trip
up the
river?

It was good!
I made it
to the
border
before
coming
home.

I can’t believe how
harmful dams can be!

The farmers hoard the
—then turn and say
it’s
who are getting
handouts!

The backup floods
destroyed so much,
especially with the
bigger dams.
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What about Amazon?

That may
be so.

Microsoft?
But it’s not
just them—
We’re also
complicit.

You need hydropower
to run those big servers.
And then
there’s
Boeing, and
all the machining we
did in World
War Two...

Right.
Without
the dams,
we
wouldn’t
be here in
Seattle.

That’s real.

I’m glad we’re gonna check out the Canadian
part of the river this week. Together.
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POWER

from the
Columbia

Some places it goes

electrical grid
100 miles

dam
city
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In 1964 the US and Canada
signed the Columbia River
Treaty, or CRT. It stipulated
that Canada would store
water on its end of the river,
in exchange for a $334 million down payment, half of
downstream hydroelectricity,
and recurring payments for
flood control.

A ‘61 draft if the treaty
allowed for the flooding of
13,700 acres of land in
Canada. Keenleyside, the
first of the treaty dams,
flooded the agricultural
“benches, bottomlands, and
creek fans” that lay around
and bet ween the t wo
Arrow Lakes.

Dozens of families were displaced.

Demolition,
1967

The dam also flooded
cultural sites of the
Sinixt/Lakes Indians,
whose lands span the
border. Many Lakes lived
on the Colville Reser vation
in Washington, after being
declared “extinct” in
Canada in the ‘50s.
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We proceeded to the
border.

Dad remarked that the roads got
instantly better on the other side.

is that
an ICE camp?

Let’s not lose our
heads. Canada is
a bogus settler
state, too.

I think its a prison
labor camp for
the forest fires.

OK. But look at that
library! It looks sooo
well funded!

Should we be relieved?

Our next stop was Keenleyside dam, built in 1968.
“Most residents felt that the
regional benefits were few and
clearly outweighed by the negative
impacts of [the dam].”

They just wrote that
on the plaque, huh?

Yeah, people hate this dam.
They stored all this water in the
Arrow Lakes, and the hydro gains
mostly went to Vancouver.
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up

We traveled

the Illecillewait delta,
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to Revelstoke,

Arrow Lake

The
water
is so
blue!

and then,
Revelstoke
Dam.

The site of the flooded
town of Arrowhead,

(B uil t 1984)

(Lightning and
bucketing rain,
steep cliff with
no trail, bears
and fires
nearby, car low
on gas)
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I can’t quite make it out
through the trees.

Can you
see it now?

The Columbia River Treaty is
actually being renegotiated as I
write this.

I’m sure this old, worn down
sign used to say... “Welcome!”

Not them. A lost
progressive voice, right?

Thereʻs a series of closed meetings...
... between the US,
Canadian, and BC
governments.

But the biggest loss comes
from the administrationsʻ
rejection of Indigenous input.

BC, but not
Washington
or Oregon?
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BC wants more stable reservoir levels.
These barren lakes behind the dams
aren’t economically or socially useful.

Meanwhile in the US,
agriculture has grown
since ‘64. They’re asking
for more flood control
and irrigation.

This renegotiation
won’t end with the
fish reintroduction
plans I think we
really need...
but some kind of
environmental
damage control has
to go down.
Fingers crossed.

Stumps—known to pop up
and clobber boats

Hey,
beaver
dam!
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Upriver of Lake Kinbasket, the
Columbia snakes back South...

Mica
Dam

to a spring in the Columbia Valley...

The
“Big Bend”

e d ro

F lo o d
ad

Revelstoke

Columbia
Lake

on the South end of Columbia Lake...

which percolates down
from the Kootenay River
as it crosses a plateau.
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which flows from the
Columbia Icefield.

The Columbia and Kootenay
rivers are both fed by the
Columbia Glacier...
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In Jasper National Park, we stood on the Athabasca glacier
and looked at the icefield:
the source, glimmering above us.
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Places I visited

Columbia
Icefield

Lake Kinbasket

Columbia
Lake

Grand
Coulee

Kettle
Falls
Rocky
Reach

Seattle

Col um bia Ba sin Pro

Bonneville
Astoria

Celilo Falls

Portland
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jec t

I spent the last year learning
about the Columbia River.

The river, for better or
for worse, touches
every facet of the
Northwest.

I hope you
learned
something,
too.

So try to take initiative for it.

With climate change and the
treaty negotiations, the river
is changing. It will continue
to change, forever.
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Even the biggest dam
can be retrofitted.

Listen to
Indigenous
people.

I’m excited for
some of the
efforts to
reintroduce
salmon above
the Grand
Coulee.

They’re
the river’s
experts,
and are at
the
forefront
of the
push for a
better
system.

Together,
we have the
power to
transform this
river.
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Notes
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Here is some information that didn’t
quite fit in the comic - plus some of my
favorite sources, in bold.

(page 12) The last days of Celilo Falls were
overcrowded and chaotic, to the ire of
the people of Wyam. It was a last holdout
for Native fishers displaced from as far
away as Alaska, not to mention the white
people causing trouble.

(page 6) During the last ice age, a
20,000 foot ice sheet dammed the Clark
Fork River. Gradually, a body of water
comparable to the Great Lakes backed
up behind the dam, in what is now
Western Montana.
The ice dam repeatedly broke under the
strain of the water, sending cataclysmic
floods across the Northwest. These
floods scabbed the landscape with many
of its characteristic features, including
the valleys that would come to house the
Columbia.

The River Indians didn’t traditionally
use “Tribe” or “Nation” as a basic social
unit, instead governing themselves as
a network of towns and families. Today,
there are four main tribes that fish this
part of the river (Yakama, Umatilla, Warm
Springs, and Nez Perce), plus many
unincorporated River Indians.
(page 13) This is a very small, limited
snapshot of the period of Columbia
River Indian history known as the
Salmon Wars. (Which encompassed
battles against many dams other than
the Dalles!) If you want to learn more, I
suggest reading Roberta Ulrich’s Empty
Nets, Andrew Fisher’s Shadow Tribe,
and Katrine Barber’s Death of Celilo
Falls, plus the websites of the Columbia
River Inter-tribal Fish Commission and its
member tribes.

(page 7) The USGS Water Science
School (water.usgs.gov/edu) has a good
overview of hydropower generation.
How Stuff Works has a good guide to
generators. (science.howstuffworks.com/
electricity)
(page 8) The Columbia is the biggest
river in the Americas that drains into the
Pacific!

(page 14) The Columbia River Intertribal Fish Commission was founded
in 1977 as a united front for the Yakama,
Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Nez
Perce tribes. It now provides legal aid,
educational resources, and much more.

(page 9) This information comes from
Meg Stanley and Eileen DelehantyPearkes (See note for page 34), and Dead
Pool by James Lawrence Powell
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(page 21) My account of the creation of
the Grand Coulee Dam is largely adapted
from Cadillac Desert by Marc Reisner
and A River Lost by Blaine Harden.

(page 34)
For information on the development
of the Columbia in Canada, I suggest
reading Voices from Two Rivers by
Meg Stanley (where the quote comes
from), and A River Captured by Eileen
Delehanty-Pearkes.

(page 22) The Works Progress Administration (WPA) was a depression-era
government agency. It built public works
like dams, bridges, and roads, and provided jobs to millions of people, as part
of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
New Deal.

Lakes/Sinixt people in both the US and
Canada have gradually wrested back
some amount of legal recognition of
their right to lands North of the border,
thanks to activists like Eva Adolphe Orr,
Marilyn James, and Rick DeSautel.

(page 30) Though Amazon is secretive
about the location of their data centers,
a 2018 leak (wikileaks.org/amazon-atlas)
revealed 13 centers in the Northwest: 7 in
Seattle, and 6 on the Columbia near the
McNary dam. Outside of the Northwest,
Amazon’s American data centers are only
found in Virginia and the Bay Area.

(page 44)
The salmon reintroduction program
I mention here is “Fish passage and
Reintroduction into the U.S. and
Canadian Upper Columbia Basin”, a
proposal developed jointly by Columbia
Basin Tribes and First Nations. The
proposal is already well into its trial
period. An in-depth PDF is available
at ucut.org, the website of the Upper
Columbia United Tribes.

(page 32) This is a very simplified
composite map of the ColumbiaGrid
(columbiagrid.org), BCHydro
(bchydro.com), and other interconnected grids. How much I emphasize each
of the power lines I’m depicting here is
based in an unscientific combination of
factors: The line’s proximity to the river;
its administration by firms that are local
to the river; its relative power capacity; and its relative lack of proximity to
other major hydro projects (like those of
the Peace river in Northern BC). Lots of
sources form the grid, and I wanted to do
my best to distill a representation that
centered power coming from the dams
of the Columbia.
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